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1. ABSTRACT

The search for Planck scale effects is one of holy grains of physics. At Fermilab, a system of two Michelson interferometers (MIs) was built for this purpose: the holometer. This device operates using classical light, and, therefore, its sensitivity is shot-noise limited. In collaboration with the Danish Technical University, we built a proof of principle experiment devoted to experimentally demonstrate how quantum light could improve the holometer sensitivity below the shot noise limit. It is the first time that quantum light is used in a correlated interferometric system. In particular the injection of two single mode squeezed state (one in each interferometer) and of a twin-beam state is considered, and the system performance compared in the two cases. In this proceeding, after a general introduction to the holometer purposes and to our experimental set-up, we present some characterization measurements concerning the quantum light injection.

2. INTRODUCTION

Optical interferometry represents one of the best sensing tool for detection of faint phase noises. A prime example is the recent detection of gravitational waves \cite{1}. Since, the interferometer sensitivity is constrained by the shot noise, one could increase the power in order to enhance the sensitivity. However, further increasing of power would lead to increase of radiation pressure noise from the mirrors, thermal effects, scattering etc. In order to mitigate this problem, a sub-shot-noise phase measurement in a MI by injecting squeezed state was suggested \cite{2} and has already been realized in many gravitational wave detectors \cite{3}.

There are fundamental sources of noises such as holographic noise \cite{4} or gravitational wave background \cite{5; 6} that could produce correlated phase fluctuations in two separated interferometers: detect this correlation considering the correlation of the two MIs output is the aim of a holometer-like system. In particular, holographic noise would arise due to non-commutative property of the fundamental geometrical variables conjectured in some Planck scale phenomenological models \cite{7; 8}. It has been argued that a MI allows to ”accumulate” this noise, leading to potentially...
measurable effects. If the two interferometers occupy the same space-time volume this noise is expected to induce correlated phase fluctuations in the two MIs. Moreover, this noise should be present in the frequencies up to MHz range. For this purpose, a double interferometer system, named holometer, consisting of pair of 40m long power recycled MIs placed close to each other, has been built at the Fermilab [9; 10]. At this moment, the holometer is being operated using classical light only. The results of the first measurements were reported in [10].

We build a first proof-of-principle experiment for demonstrating the possibility of overcoming the classical limits in correlated phase detection sensitivity by exploiting the properties of quantum states of light in a double interferometric system, analog to the Fermilab holometer but at smaller scale (arm length around 1m). This has been motivated by the results of earlier theoretical works [11; 12]. A brief theoretical description of the scheme as well as a brief description of the experimental setup is presented. Moreover, different measurements characterizing the quantum light injected are discussed.

3. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The general idea is represented in Fig. 1. Aim of the measurement is to measure the covariance between the two interferometer phases, Cov(φ₁, φ₂).

Let us consider two MIs placed closed to each other and fed with two coherent states |µeⁱψ⟩ from the b_k input ports, k = 1, 2. A quantum state |Ψ⟩ is injected from the anti-symmetric ports a_k, classically unused. The observable Ĉ(φ₁, φ₂) between the outputs of the interferometer is measured. From Ĉ(φ₁, φ₂) it will be then possible to retrieve the correlation in the phases fluctuation. The observable Ĉ should be chosen accordingly to the input quantum states considered, in order to minimize the uncertainty on Cov(φ₁, φ₂).

Two types of quantum states |Ψ⟩ were considered to be injected into each interferometer:

![Figure 1: Scheme representing the general idea of a quantum enhanced correlation measurement using a couple of interferometers. I₁(φ₁) and I₂(φ₂) are the two Michelson interferometers (MIs) and they are fed by the coherent state |µeⁱψ⟩. A quantum bipartite state |Ψ(λ)⟩ can be sent in the interferometers from the classically unused port. From measuring the observable Ĉ(φ₁, φ₂) the correlation of the two interferometers phases φ₁ and φ₂ can be estimated. The use of quantum light can enhance the sensitivity of the measurement respect to the situation where only the coherent states are used.](image-url)
• Two independent squeezed light states: $|\Psi\rangle = |sqz\rangle_1 \otimes |sqz\rangle_2$.

When independent squeezed vacuum states are injected into the interferometer, $\hat{C}(\phi_1, \phi_2)$ is chosen as the product of the photon number operators detected at the output port: $\hat{C} = \hat{N}_1\hat{N}_2$. However, to remove the DC component, we evaluate

$$\hat{C}(\phi_1, \phi_2) = (\hat{N}_1 - \langle \hat{N}_1 \rangle)(\hat{N}_2 - \langle \hat{N}_2 \rangle). \quad (3.0.1)$$

It can be demonstrated that the uncertainty on the covariance, while working close to the dark fringe ($\phi_1 = \phi_2 \approx 0$), is given by

$$\mathcal{U}^{(0)}(\text{Cov}(\phi_1, \phi_2))_{sqz} = \sqrt{\frac{2e^{-2r_1}}{\mu} + \frac{(1 - \eta_1)}{\eta_1\mu} \frac{e^{-2r_2}}{\mu} + \frac{(1 - \eta_2)}{\eta_2\mu}}. \quad (3.0.2)$$

where $\eta_1$ and $\eta_2$ are the detector efficiencies in the two interferometers, $r_1$ and $r_2$ are the two squeezing factors and $\mu$ is the number of photons in the coherent beam. In the ideal case of negligible losses, i.e. for $\eta_1 = \eta_2 = 1$, the uncertainty in the covariance of the phase is given by $\mathcal{U}^{(0)}(\text{Cov}(\phi_1, \phi_2))_{sqz} = \sqrt{e^{-r_1}e^{-r_2}}/\mu$.

• Two mode squeezed states $|\Psi\rangle = |twb\rangle_{1,2}$.

When each mode of a two mode squeezed state, also named twin-beam state, is injected into the interferometers, we chose $\hat{C}(\phi_1, \phi_2) = (\hat{N}_1 - \hat{N}_2)^2$. The results of the theoretical uncertainty reduction in correlated phase detection are thoroughly discussed in [11; 12].

It emerges that $\mathcal{U}^{(0)} = \frac{\mathcal{U}^{(0)}_{sqz}}{\mathcal{U}^{(0)}_{twb}}$ can be divided into two regimes respect to $\phi$: photon number entanglement regime and quadrature correlations regime. The first regime corresponds to extremely high efficiencies and $\phi$ very close to the dark fringe: in this case the classical field component is almost zero, $(1 - T)\mu \ll T\lambda$ (where $T = \cos^2(\phi/2)$ is the transmission factor at the MI outputs, $\mu$ is the mean photon number in the coherent field and $\lambda$ is the mean photon number in the twin-beam state). The photon number correlation from the injected twin beam state dominates, giving a dramatic reduction in the uncertainty on $\text{Cov}(\phi_1, \phi_2)$. In principle $\mathcal{U}^{(0)} = 0$ can be obtained. In the second regime, for $T\lambda \ll (1 - T)\mu$ and slightly away from dark fringe, quadrature correlations dominate and hence the uncertainty reduction behaves as same as for the case of independent squeezed states. Experimentally, this second regime can offer interesting advantages while working in the first regime is too demanding for current technologies (in particular $\eta$ extremely close to 1 would be necessary).

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP - CLASSICAL PART

Our system consists of two power recycling MIs placed close to each other with small separation between the two beam-splitters. Fig. 2 depicts the simplified schematic of the experimental set-up, concerning the classical part. The quantum light production and injection is presented in the next section. A Nd-YAG laser with a maximum output power of 300 mW at wavelength 1064 nm is used. Around 1.5 mW are injected into each interferometer, part of the light is also used for generation of the squeezed light. For having an efficient TEM$_{00}$ input mode, the light from the
Figure 2: Simplified schematic of the double-interferometer setup, concerning the classical part. Two MIs with arm length $L = 0.92$ m were co-located, with a distance between the two beam splitters (BSs) of around 8 cm. M1, M2: piezo-actuated high-reflectivity (99.9%) end mirrors. PRM: partially reflecting (90%) power recycling mirror, radius of curvature $r_c = 1.5$ m.; HWP: Half waveplate; PD: Photo-detector; BS: balanced beam splitter.

The laser is fiber coupled before injection into the interferometers. Each interferometer is formed by a power recycling mirror (PRM) having radius of curvature of 1.5 m, end plain mirrors $M1$ and $M2$ (reflectivity around 99.9%) stabilized by a PZT actuators attached and a 50-50 beam splitter. The length of each arm of the interferometer is around 92 cm. The distance between the two beam splitters was around 8 cm. A set of lenses are placed before the interferometers for mode matching the power recycling interferometer. An InGaAs photo-diode with high quantum-efficiency (99%) and low noise (Noise Equivalent Power $1.210^{-11} W/\sqrt{Hz}$) is used to detect the output of the system.

It is necessary to lock the system to the proper working point, in order to get rid of environmental noise and reach the desired sensitivity. In particular we work close to the dark fringe (output power $\sim 0$) and at the cavity resonance. The first condition implies for the differential arm length, DARM: $L_1 - L_2 = n\lambda + \delta$ while the second condition implies for the common arm length: CARM $L_{eff} = \frac{L_1 + L_2}{2} = m\lambda$, being $L_1$ and $L_2$ the length of the two arms. The details of the locking scheme and squeezed light source generation are thoroughly discussed in [13].

5. SQUEEZING GENERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION MEASUREMENTS

The squeezed light source is schematically depicted in Fig. 3. It is based on parametric down-conversion process in a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate crystal (ppKTP) inside a cavity. A semi-monolithic linear cavity, constituted by the edges of the crystal and a semi-transparent mirror of reflectivity 90%, is used. For locking the cavity length to the resonance, the cavity is seeded with 1064 nm light, opportunely phase modulated at 37.22 MHz (or 36.5 MHz) by...
Figure 3: Experimental set-up of each squeezer. PPKTP: potassium titanyl phosphate crystal; DBS: dichroic beam splitter; PZT: piezoelectric actuators; EOM: electro-optical modulator; LO: local oscillator; PD: photo-diode

a EOM. We refer to this beam as the control beam. The PDH technique is used [14] and the error signal is sent to the PZT actuator attached to the cavity mirror.

The same laser source used for producing the control beam also provides 532 nm radiation by an internal module for second harmonic generation. We refer to this beam as pump beam. In order to have a clean TEM$_{00}$ mode the pump beam is sent trough a mode-cleaner. After that it is directed to the locked cavity, where the parametric down conversion process takes place. To establish a phase-match condition between the pump and the control beam, the crystals temperature is actively stabilised. According to [15], the phase relation between pump and control beam determines the orientation of the squeezing ellipse and therefore needs to be locked appropriately. In particular, if we lock to the bright fringe i.e to the amplification, the squeezing results in the phase quadrature while if we lock it to de-amplification it results in amplitude quadrature. The error signal for locking to the amplitude squeezing is sent to a PZT actuator mounted on a mirror on the pump path. Finally, a dichroic beam splitter (DBS) is used at the output of the squeezed source to separate the 1064 nm component from the (undesired) 532 nm one. Summarizing, the output of the squeezer consists in a displaced squeezed state with displacement provided by the control beam. The squeezed state generated is very sensitive to losses, therefore high reflective mirrors ($R \sim 99\%$) need to be used.

Note that, in a preliminary phase, the control beam can be extremely useful for alignment and mode-matching optimization since it perfectly spatially overlaps the generated squeezed light.

5.1 Characterisation measurements for the quantum states

To detect the squeezing level of the light produced by the squeezer described above, a homodyne measurement is performed. A scheme of this measurement is reported in Fig. 4: the squeezed beam and the local oscillator are interfered on a BS. The phase is periodically varied by a phase-shifter and the subtracted output is sent to a spectrum analyzer. This kind of measurement allows to access the quadrature of the field, thus allowing to detect the noise reduction corresponding to squeezing injection. The output of the spectrum analyzer, working at 13.5MHz in the zero-span mode, is presented in Fig. 5. The blue line refers to the coherent case, where the squeezed beam is
Figure 4: Scheme of the homodyne measurement, which allows to have experimental access to the field quadratures. The squeezed beam and local oscillator are interfered. The phase is varied by a phase shifter and the subtracted output is sent to a spectrum analyzer.

blocked and the measurement is performed with only the LO, at the considered frequency we are shot-noise limited. The red curve refers to the squeezed case; both curves are normalized to the coherent case. As we modulate the phase between the local oscillator and the squeezed light, the variance varies from anti-squeezing quadrature \( V_{\text{anti-sq}} \) to squeezing quadrature \( V_{sq} \). In our case we measured:

\[
V_{sq} = 6.5dB, \quad V_{\text{anti-sq}} = 10dB
\]  
(5.1.1)

From this values it is possible to estimate the squeezing level at the source, and the efficiency of the system. In particular, the following equations hold:

\[
V_{sq} = \eta V + (1 - \eta)
\]  
(5.1.2)

\[
V_{\text{anti-sq}} = \eta/V + (1 - \eta)
\]  
(5.1.3)

where \( V = e^{-2r} \) is the amount of squeezing produced by the squeezer, and \( \eta = \eta_t \cdot \eta_m \) includes both the transmission efficiency from the squeezer cavity to the photo-detector (\( \eta_t \)) and the mode-matching between the squeezed beam and the LO (\( \eta_m \)). Solving Eq. 5.1.2-5.1.3 respect to \( V \) and
and having independently estimated $\eta_m = 0.99$, the following values are obtained:

$$V = 10.6\,\text{dB}, \quad \eta_t = 0.85$$  \hfill (5.1.4)

We conclude that our source produce a squeezed state of around 10.6 dB, however, losses induced by optical components and mode-matching will necessarily decrease the squeezing level inside the interferometers.

We report here the measurements for evaluating the squeezing level inside the interferometers, when two independent squeezed states are injected ($|\Psi\rangle = |\text{sqz}\rangle_1 \otimes |\text{sqz}\rangle_2$).

In Fig. 6i the photon noise normalized to the shot noise level in function of time time is reported. For performing this measurement the interferometer is locked at the typical working point and the phase shifter on the squeezed beam path is modulated. The blue curve is the shot noise level, while the green curve is the noise in case of squeezing injection.

The phase is then locked to the squeezed quadrature, in order to reduce the noise below the shot noise level. Fig. 6ii shows the photon noise, normalized to the shot noise level, in a frequency bandwidth around 13.5 MHz, for the two interferometers. The red line and the blue line correspond to the coherent case and the squeezed states injection respectively. The achieved squeezing level is of 2.4 dB for the first MI and 3 dB for the second one.

For experimentally reproduce the measurement strategy with $|\Psi\rangle = |\text{twb}\rangle_{1,2}$ we use an approximate twin-beam state. In particular this state is obtained splitting at a balanced beam splitter one single-mode squeezed beam (See Fig. 3, panel on the right). The resulting bipartite state does not present photon-number entanglement between the two modes, but, considering one of the two quadrature, it present exactly the same quadrature correlation as a real twin-beam. Since the level of losses present in our system necessarily imply to work in the quadrature correlation regime, the approximate state will behave exactly as an actual twin beam state. Each mode of the twin beam like state is injected in the two interferometer and subtraction between the outputs is measured: the non-classical quadrature correlation is expected to provide a noise reduction in the output subtraction. When the twin-beam like state is injected in the interferometers, we expect a non zero covariance between the two outputs. The cross correlation between the two outputs is evaluated both in coherent case and in twin beam case, as shown in Fig. 7. For the twin beam case (panel on the right) there is a non-zero correlation at delay $\tau = 0$, while it vanishes in the classical case (panel on the left).
Figure 6: (i) Normalized shot noise as a function of phase between the squeezer and the interferometer recorded on a spectrum analyzer. The blue curve represents the shot noise level and the green curve represents the photon noise in correspondence of squeezing injection. (ii) Photon noise with (blue curve) and without (red curve) squeezing injection, after locking to the squeezed quadrature. Squeezing injection allows to reduce the noise below the shot noise level.
Figure 7: Cross-correlation coefficient between the two interferometers output as a function of time delay $\tau$. The figure on the left corresponds to the classical case and the figure on the right corresponds to the twin-beam like state injection. In this case there is a non-zero covariance at $\tau = 0$. 
6. CONCLUSION

We presented some characterization measurements for the quantum states injected into our holometer-like system. In particular, we focused on two possibilities: two single mode squeezed states and a twin beam like state. We measured 6.5 dB of squeezing at the output of the squeezer. Losses inside the interferometer lower the squeezing level in the two MIs. In particular a squeezing level of 2.4 dB and 3 dB respectively is demonstrated. The twin beam like state is obtained splitting a single mode squeezed state into two beams using a balanced beam splitter. The presence of correlations between these two beams has been measured, as well as a remaining squeezing level of 0.8 dB and 1 dB. The quadrature correlations between the two modes lead to a collective enhancement of 2 dB in the output subtraction.

Using these state of light it is possible to enhance the sensitivity of the system, allowing to detect correlations in the phase fluctuation below the shot-noise limit, classically unavoidable. This result has possible applications in fundamental research, such as detection of holographic noise, but also detection of gravitational wave background or search for traces of primordial black-holes [16; 17].
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